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Thanks be to God, who raised the people of knowledge, who clearly stated the truth and praised the the ones who "convey the message of God, fear him, and do not fear anyone but God." Prayers and peace be upon our Prophet who said "Hamzah bin 'abd al-Muttalib, the master of martyrs and a man who went to an unjust Imam. He ordered him, cautioned him, then killed him." reported by al-Hakim who is Hasan.[1]

These great muwaqif[2] calmed the chests and delighted the souls, both inside the Arabian peninsula and outside. By these stands, the nation's scholars and its truthful preachers stated the truth, as a part of their duty to inform and be watchful for the nation's interests. The scholars used public sermons, statements, and tapes, which had very large distribution - thanks to the success granted by God - not only inside the Arabian peninsula, but in all of the Islamic world.

Thus, they unveiled the stands of the Saudi government, which had attempted to cover the truth and eliminate the conscience of a nation. To that end, the Saudi government has used all the witchcraft powers it has and the full deception powers of the media to justify its shameless stand against Islam and its preachers, while supporting the unbelievers and their guardians.

The opinions of the scholars and preachers have raised the head of the Ummah high to face the despotism of the rulers and the injustices of the government. In addition to their previous stands in the Gulf War and what they had proclaimed in the advisory memos and others, the scholars and preachers took another great stand about the Yemeni issue. They unveiled the truth, which the government had attempted to hide. The government tried to justify its support for the apostate communists after its true position was exposed. We explained these facts in our statement No. 4.

To tell the truth, what these courageous stands achieved in a deep public dimension, and in the scope of large popular support, is worthy of praise and appreciation. They actually announce the failure of all the approaches that the government used against this selected group of the nation's children. The government made distorted, misrepresented, and fabricated statements, in which the regime told lies against the innocent, persecuted people. To tighten their conditions, they were dismissed from their government positions, their freedom was taken away, and their rights were trampled.
Similarly, these truthful stands confirm that among the nation's scholars, there are still - thank God - those who take stands like those taken by the ancestor's scholars, against the inequitable government and the rulers of debauchery. These are the stands of Imam Malik, Imam Ahmad, and after them, the Shaykh of Islam: Ibn Taymiyyah, al-'Izz ibn 'abd al-Salam, may God bless their souls, and others with whose stands God preserved the nation's religion and creed.

Moreover, the fact that the Ummah adopted these positions confirms the extent to which the reforming change has spread throughout the nation. In addition, the holders of these stands are the leaders of the reform. They were prepared for this task by the nation, who placed its hopes on them - after God - and they delivered.

On the other hand, the nation confirmed - by rallying around this select group of scholars and preachers - that the disagreement with the government is not a temporary one, nor it with a select group that is isolated from society. Rather, it is a deeper and more inclusive disagreement, whose subject is the creed, the Shari'a and the parties and supporters of the regime.

On the other hand we have the Ummah, headed by the scholars and reform preachers, and composed of merchants, tribal leaders, the military, guards, security, the educated and elite. And the remainder of the population.

If this select group is the one who heads the ranks today, it is due to the trust that the Ummah places in their sincerity and competence. It is also due to the belief of the scholars and preachers that the Ummah will not disappoint them and will not abandon them at any price.

Moreover, it was by returning to these scholars and preachers and accepting their edicts that the Ummah allowed the Shari'ah edicts to be issued in the country. The Ummah became free of any ruling government constraints and escaped its authority and control. This happened after the latter left the rule and jurisprudence of God.

We have no choice but to praise these great stands with which the scholars confirmed the rise of the people, holding truth over the despotism of the unjust, and despising the power of the despots. They prefer what the All-Merciful has over what the Powerful has, defying the oppression and its weaponry, with an unshakable faith and fearless creed. Then, yell to his face "The Holy Qur'an/Taha|Never shall we regard you as more than the clear signs that have come to us, or than him who created us: So decree whatever you desire, for you can only touch this world]."

What can hurt these stands, after that? Let the unjust continueto state their threats and promise punishment. These despotric, shattered approaches have proven their lack of usefulness in every battle between the faith and the despotism.

Our venerated scholars and our righteous preachers, with these stands, you have followed the right path which the prophets - prayers and peace be upon them - have followed
before you and the virtuous after them. Go then, with the blessing of God, and let the
servant of the Dinar, and the ones who sold their religion for a life of power, be
miserable.

By following this path, you have answered everyone who broke the law, and you called
upon those who accepted the truth without proof. This also includes anyone who has as
little as an atom of protection for God's sake, and fervor for the nation, to join the march
for change and reform. All of this, in order to support the truth and those calling for it,
and present it as a sacrifice for the religion, along with making it available to others. At
that time, the ones who practiced injustice will know what will become of them. quran
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